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Mastering the
craft of peace
CMI – MARTTI AHTISAARI PEACE FOUNDATION is an independ-

ent Finnish organisation that works to prevent and resolve conflicts
through dialogue and mediation.

Founded by Nobel Peace Laureate and former President of Finland
Martti Ahtisaari in 2000, we have since grown to be a leader in the
field of international peacemaking.
CMI – Martti Ahtisaari Peace Foundation sr. was established to continue the work and operations of Crisis Management Initiative (CMI)
association with effect from 1 May 2021.
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Our team consists of more than 100 international experts and over 300 global partners from a
variety of fields with whom we have advanced more than 50 peace processes in the Middle East
and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, Eurasia, and Asia.

CMI is headquartered in Helsinki, with an office in Brussels and a presence in more than 20 countries. Together we share the commitment to developing innovative solutions to tackle issues at
the heart of political conflict that prevent peace processes from moving forward.
We believe all conflicts can be resolved.
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FROM THE LEADERSHIP

Forward
to a new era
“As tensions and distrust in global politics
increase, the role of independent actors
like CMI is even more important.”

CHAIR OF THE BOARD ALEXANDER STUBB

Photo: Riku Isohella

2020 was an extraordinary year. The world was hunkering down because of global pandemic and the paradigm

Despite the global restrictions, remote work

shift in world politics was accelerated. A range of poten-

and connecting with conflict parties through

tially destabilising realities are making their presence felt

various tools, CMI was even able to grow in 2020.

throughout the world, including climate change and the

We participated in 10 peace processes and had close to

economic fallout of the Covid-19 pandemic. These will

300 partners globally – a fact which highlights the col-

continue to have a major impact in the coming decades.

laborative nature of peacemaking. As our founder Presi-

In addition, the global power structure is changing – the

dent Ahtisaari says: “Peace is never achieved by one ac-

geopolitical order is shifting, with new regional powers

tor only.” This is reflected in our strategy: peacemaking

and new alliances emerging, while the global influence

needs partners, donors and friends all over the world,

of the USA is being challenged by China.

and this will become even more important in the future.

The international rules-based system and international

In sum, CMI had a good year 2020 as the organisation

organisations are in need of renewal. The divisions with-

also started its transformation into a foundation, went

in the United Nations Security Council underline this. As

through a thorough strategy process, and sought a new

tensions and distrust in global politics are increasing, the

director. As a result, in 2021 we will turn a page in our

role of independent actors like CMI is even more impor-

history. A tangible outcome of this is that CMI will in fu-

tant, on several peacemaking levels.

ture be the CMI – Martti Ahtisaari Peace Foundation. The
foundation will also have a fresh strategy and a new CEO,

Three major policy issues will be on the European agen-

Ambassador Janne Taalas. In 2021, there is more need

da over the coming years. Number one is the control of

for the CMI and the organisation will be better prepared

data. We live in the middle of a digital revolution, and it is

than ever to increase peace in the world.

not exactly clear how to cope with this. Number two is climate change, yet another transnational and global issue
that affects all of us in one way or another. The third major policy issue is the most acute right now – health. We
have experienced what happens during a pandemic, and
we need to pay special attention to overall health and
wellbeing. These three issues will also affect CMI’s work.
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Disruption
and renewal
“We have developed an ambitious
strategy to guide our way to the next
decade of peacemaking. We will stick
to our core strengths of mediation
and dialogue and to our role as a
trusted partner.”
INTERIM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR HANNA KLINGE

Photo: Riku Isohella

‘Never let a good crisis go to waste’, as the famous

changed – the inherently human-to-human nature of this

Churchill quote goes. It’s often been reiterated over the

work. Technology can provide us with powerful tools, but

past year that in disruption lies the seed of renewal. The

it is not an end in itself. Nevertheless, the creative solu-

tumultuous effects of the global pandemic have shak-

tions and tools we’ve built during the past year will stay

en the ground and structures on all levels around us and

in our toolbox in the future as well.

we have gradually waived our goodbyes to the old state
of affairs. The new post-pandemic order of things will

For renewal, we would have managed with less disrup-

emerge with perhaps just one certainty – continuous

tion. Year 2020 marked CMI’s 20th anniversary and this

change. We need to ensure our institutional prepared-

milestone had prepared a collective mindset for stock-

ness to anticipate and respond to the future uncertain-

taking and looking ahead. However, the way things went

ties to stay relevant and fit for purpose.

did allow us to seize the opportunity to fully immerse
ourselves in future-proofing the institution through two

For CMI, the past year presented us with serious disrup-

key change processes.

tion on two different scales – the global and the institutional: the Covid-19 pandemic and the loss of our long-

First, CMI initiated a transition from an association into

term Executive Director Tuija Talvitie. The challenge was

the CMI – Martti Ahtisaari Peace Foundation to ensure

two-fold – first, how do we continue our work here and

the sustainable future of CMI - particularly as a means

now, and second, how do we make sure we’re prepared

to preserve our independence – and to provide the le-

for the challenges ahead?

gal framework for pursuing more innovative partnerships
and services. The new structure will lay a lasting basis for

Overall, CMI was able to adapt its operations to the

upholding the legacy of President Ahtisaari.

changing environment and to ensure the continued
implementation of our programme. Though the disrup-

Second, we have developed an ambitious Strategy

tion came unannounced and the response had to be

2030: ‘Mastering the Craft Peace’ to guide our way to

shaped quickly, it would not have been possible with-

the next decade of peacemaking. We will stick to our

out the years of building context-based knowledge, re-

core strengths of mediation and dialogue and to our role

lationships, networks - and trust. In contexts, where our

as a trusted partner, while exploring new opportunities

work is still new, the virtual mode could not be imple-

to improve and enhance various aspects of the craft and

mented with the same success. One thing remains un-

the institution.
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FROM THE LEADERSHIP

CMI 20 years – Building a
sustainable future
CMI’s transformation into a foundation will make
the organisation more sustainable and ensure a
long-lasting home for the legacy of President
Ahtisaari.

signments only in early 2020. He has a strong vision that
CMI should not depend on him or any single personality.
For years, he taught CMI’s staff to follow this vision and
encouraged the organisation to take its own path.
For CMI, President Ahtisaari’s retirement means taking

2020 marked CMI’s 20th Anniversary. The celebrations

an even stronger and more visible role as the carrier of

took place in unusual circumstances among the staff,

his legacy, which has always been rooted in CMI’s values

partners, peers and CMI’s wide networks. For human

and existence. The Nordic value-base, resilience and vi-

beings, 20 years of age often means steps towards

sion that “All conflicts can be resolved” come from the

maturity and independence, and in many ways CMI’s

Founder. CMI represents the global peace-making legacy

organisational developments in 2020 can be described

of Martti Ahtisaari. To be able to protect this, the organ-

with precisely these words. The past year raised many

isation needs a distinguished and lasting configuration.

unexpected challenges, but also provided an opportunity
to look back and reflect on how to make the organisation

For this purpose and under the supervision of its Board,

stronger and more resilient to face future turmoil.

CMI has started the transformation from an association
to a foundation. The key driver behind this change is to

The Nordic value-base, resilience and vision that “All
conflicts can be resolved” come from the founder.
CMI was created in 2000 when President Ahtisaari ended

make the organisation more sustainable. The new con-

his six-year term as the President of the Republic of

figuration will improve CMI’s basic functions in many

Finland and founded the organisation. The initial idea was

ways, giving it a more reliable and efficient decision-

to establish an organisation that could support Ahtisaari

making and governance structure, and enhancing its

in all his assignments. He gathered around him a group of

capacity to seek for deliberate growth and fundraising.

professionals, mainly young people who were passionate

Through the arrangement, the foundation assumes all

about working with the former president. During the first

operations of the current association uninterruptedly and

decade, it became evident that CMI would be much more

CMI personnel will be transferred to the foundation. The

than this, and its staff, projects and recognition grew. The

process will be completed during 2021.

work was no longer dependent only on Martti Ahtisaari
and he started to talk about retiring.

The CMI – Martti Ahtisaari Peace Foundation stands for
stability, sustainability, dignity and resilience. It carries

His retirement plans were slowed down when Ahtisaari

the name of its Founder and ensures his vision and life’s

was awarded with the Nobel Peace Prize and he con-

work are taken forward to future generations.

tinued working with CMI. CMI’s profile also became increasingly professional and new partnerships were established with both local, international and Finnish actors. Ahtisaari withdrew from the remainder of his as-
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2000 Martti Ahtisaari founds CMI.

OUR 20-YEAR
JOURNEY
Here are a few moments from the
past two decades.

Aceh peace agree- 2005
ment ends three

decades of conflict.
2008 President Ahtisaari is awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

2009 CMI continues to expand its work by establish-

ing regional teams and recruiting local staff.

2010 CMI launches long-term projects, the first

being Palestine and Moldova.

2011 CMI starts its ongoing work in Yemen.
The annual Ahtisaari Days start in-

troducing dialogue skills in
Finnish schools.

The Gender and Inclusion team is established. 2014

2014 Programme partneship

with the Finnish MFA.

CMI supports dialogue leading to the re-unification 2015
of the ruling party of South Sudan.

The year marks 10 years of cooperation 2019
with the African Union.

CMI establishes a regional team for Asia.
2020 CMI celebrates its 20th anniversary. Despite
the pandemic CMI continues its work succesfully.
Photos: From top down, Jenni-Justiina Niemi, Howard Heyman, and Riku Isohella.
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FROM THE LEADERSHIP

Our new strategy 2030
As the world around us evolves, CMI will
continue to create environments conducive to
peace and safe spaces for dialogue. Our new
strategy Mastering the Craft of Peace serves
us as a collective roadmap for responding the
future challenges and pursuing our enduring
vision – all conflicts can be resolved.

Embedded in our regional program and linked to the advancement of praxis-oriented policy, we have identified
two thematic focus areas- Women in Peacemaking and
Digital in Peacemaking - which will steer our efforts to
integrate inclusivity and innovation.
We will also invest in our people and organisational development to respond to the expectations of our staff
and the demands of our operating environment. Our in-

In the midst of rapid, unprecedent global change, em-

stitutional resilience will be developed by focusing on

barking on a process to develop a 10-year strategy

three areas: One Team, Partnerships & Funding and a

might seem an implausible enterprise. For CMI, this ex-

re-articulation of our Global Profile, one that is rooted in

ercise, at this moment, has been indispensable. “Build-

heritage, track-record, innovation and results.

ing our new strategy has helped anchor us in our institution’s legacy and reinforced the foundation upon which
we build our future. It was a tool to take stock of our twodecade track record and analyse our modus operandi.

ADDRESSING THE NEW, VOLATILE NORMAL

It has also provided us with the opportunity to engage

The strategy builds on CMI’s existing strengths yet plac-

with many of our key stakeholders to analyse our op-

es an emphasis on preparedness for the changing na-

erational context and the future of mediation. I’m con-

ture of international peacemaking. As part of the pro-

fident this document is a solid basis for us to address

cess, we conducted a careful analysis of global trends

and prepare for the future”, describes CMI’s Director for

that are anticipated to have consequences for the fu-

Global Strategy, Itonde Kakoma, the rationale and out-

ture of conflicts and conflict mediation. New geopoliti-

comes of the process.

cal alignments, climate change and deepened inequalities are among the currents that will set the scene also
for CMI in the coming decade. Simultaneously, the con-

SERVING AS A TRUSTED PARTNER

tours of conflict are rapidly changing and the agency to

Over the next ten years, CMI’s mission will be to antici-

parties themselves. These developments call for the re-

pate and respond effectively to the changing character

adjustment of the policies and practices of peacemak-

of conflict through mediation and dialogue. To deliver

ing. They also call for increased collaboration and strong-

this mission, we will focus on our top strategic priority

er partnerships, both within the peacemaking commu-

“Mastering the Craft of Peace”, which is based on two

nity and beyond it.

achieve peace often feels out of the hands of conflict

mutually supportive areas: mediation and dialogue and
serving as a trusted partner.

“Our strategy seeks to address some of the most difficult
challenges in peacemaking. Our success in implemen-

We will provide our stakeholders with the best possible

tation and achieving the goals and impact we’re seek-

support and expertise to settle conflicts through peace-

ing will only be built together with our stakeholders,” Ka-

ful means and enable the greatest impact for our ben-

koma says.

eficiaries even when working in the toughest environments and complex settings. We will also actively engage in the shaping of the policy and praxis of international and regional peacemaking.

8
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MASTERING THE
CRAFT OF PEACE
VISION 2030

People, societies, states, and regions envision and realize
peaceful and sustainable alternatives to conflict.
MISSION 2030

As peacemakers, we anticipate and respond effectively to the
changing character of conflict through mediation and dialogue.
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 2030

Our Global Programme achieves impact by developing innovative solutions to tackle issues at the heart of political conflict. This is done through addressing the fundamental challenges related to peace processes and the ability of the relevant
stakeholders to engage effectively. Building on established regions of our work in
the Middle East and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, Eurasia and Asia, our strategic priorities for 2030 are two-fold:

MASTERING THE CRAFT OF PEACE

INCREASING INSTITU TIONAL RESILIENCE

Our work is built on deep contextual knowledge

Our operating environment demands sound de-

and networks. Our service-based approach is

cision-making, contextual expertise, strategic

defined by our ability to listen and recognise the

partnerships, consistent communications and

needs of stakeholders in order to create envi-

the ability to withstand change. This is achiev-

ronments conducive to peace through mediation

able through an organisational culture and pro-

and dialogue and by serving as a trusted partner.

cesses that foster and enable foresight, adaptivity, and operational acumen.

To integrate inclusivity and innovation as crosscutting approaches, we will deepen Women in

In order to increase our resilience, we will work

Peacemaking and Digital Peacemaking as our

as One Team, supported by diverse Partnerships

thematic foci in the coming decade.

& Funding, and reinforced by our Global Profile
as an international, trusted partner for peace.

NEW INITIATIVES: EXCELLENCE IN MEDIATION

CMI Academy

Annual CMI Strategic Forum

Next Generation in Mediation

The aim of the new initiatives is to
ensure cutting-edge analysis, deepened
collaboration with our principal stakeholders
and the exploration within and beyond the
scope of our Global Programme.

OUR WORK

Bringing together conflict
parties virtually
Throughout 2020 CMI managed to adapt to the
limitations imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic
and continue its work successfully.

1) SUPPORTING LONG-TERM POLITICAL TRANSI-

As with all other sectors, 2020 saw peace mediation

process related dialogue and policy development has

shift into the virtual sphere. Convening conflict parties

received much encouraging feedback from a range of

virtually is now a given for the future. Virtual meetings

stakeholders. In Libya, CMI’s long term support to the

are generally cost-effective, better for the environment

ability of political parties and movements to organise is

and offer more scope for broader interaction.

gaining increasing traction as the path towards holding

TION PROCESSES

In Ukraine, CMI’s support for public forums for peace

elections is becoming more definite.
Virtual spaces will not of course wholly replace but rather complement usual practice in convening parties to
conflicts. Despite lockdowns and travel restrictions, inperson missions and face-to-face meetings still took
place at the behest of CMI’s partners and stakeholders
where they were seen as crucial to operational success.

2) STRENGTHENING REGIONAL PEACEMAKING

In Eurasia, CMI is contributing solidly to
peacemaking practice in the OSCE re-

2020 saw peace mediation
shift into the virtual sphere.

gion through several support mechanisms and links between the actors
from conflict-affected countries and
regions, and with broader peacemaking system around EU and OSCE. In Af-

CMI provided leadership both in terms of seeking dig-

rica, CMI’s input is generally linked to

ital solutions and by creating safe physical environ-

overall efforts of supporting the African

ments to convene conflict parties. CMI-supported di-

Peace and Security Architecture. In the

alogue platforms backed local action on mitigating the

Middle East, we have increasingly started to

impacts of Covid-19 pandemic on peace processes.

link national level processes to key players influencing

CMI developed and conducted participatory virtual dia-

peacemaking in the region.

logues and shared these practices with key peacemaking actors. CMI also provided safe physical spaces for
dialogue for conflict stakeholders to complement the
virtual platforms.

3) P RO V I D I N G S O F T A P P ROAC H E S TO D E BAT E
GLOBAL SECURITY POLICY

In all, the value of CMI’s long-term commitment and

CMI has contributed through its unique angle to fostering

partnerships, trust and deep understanding of nation-

discussions on security policy, for instance, in the Euro-

al and regional contexts became particularly evident in

pean framework and in the Red Sea region. Leveraging

2020. CMI made 28 palpable contributions to peace,

of CMI’s role as an informal actor, and convening infor-

in places such as Ukraine, Palestine, Libya and the Red

mal and often discreet discussions, has provided notable

Sea region. Our work generated better peace process-

added value. Similarly, CMI’s use of key design elements

es, better peacemakers and better ways of building

building on its expertise – such as focus on process de-

peace. These inputs share three characteristics:

sign, inclusion and addressing asymmetries – have been
seen as a valuable addition to the search for comprehensive solutions to complex challenges
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REGIONS & PROJECTS 2020

EURASIA
»
»

Advancing Dialogue in and Around Ukraine
Building Resilience to Conflict Through Dialogue in Ukraine

(more on p. 14)
»

Supporting Inclusive Dialogue and Strengthening Capacities for a

»

Supporting the Peace Process in Georgia

»

Eurasia - Supporting Regional Mediation Skills

Better Functioning Gagauz Autonomy in Moldova

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA
»

Supporting Dialogue and Conflict Mitigation in Libya

»

MENA: Fostering Regional Dialogue

»

Supporting Palestinian Resilience Through Dialogue

»

Supporting Broader Inclusion and Participation in the

»

Dialogue Within Iraqi Society and the Region Contribut-

ASIA

ing to Societal Cohesion in Iraq

»

Yemeni Peace Process (more on p. 12)

Unlocking Peace Potential Through
the Security Sector in Myanmar
Support to Peacemaking in Asia

»

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
»

Supporting Regional Conflict Resolution in Africa

»

African Union Conflict Prevention and Mediation
Capacities Support Project

»

Inclusive Dialogue for Regional Peacebuilding in
the Lake Chad Basin (more on p. 15)

»

Advancing Constructive Dialogue in Burundi

»

Fostering Dialogue Around the Red Sea

»

Operationalising the Constitutional Charter for
the Transitional Period in Sudan

WOMEN IN PEACEMAKING
»

Strenghtening Women’s Political Influence

»

Enhancing Inclusive and Gender Sensitive

in Conflict Resolution
Mediation Capacities (more on p. 18)

DIGITAL PEACEMAKING
»

Peacetech for Mediation
(more on p. 16)
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OUR WORK

Envisioning
a new Yemen
CMI’s Yemen project is a paragon of our
approach. Working in tandem with Yemeni
specialists, CMI brings together key groups that
have been excluded from the main negotiating
tables.
After more than five years of war, the scene in Yemen is vastly different from the way it was at the outset.
The country is torn by deepening divisions, including
the fragmentation of military and political power. There
is also little scope for agreement among regional and
global powers on ways to tackle instability – and how or
even whether to end the violence in the country.
So any effective long-term strategy to resolve the con-

Layla Al-Thaour in the tribal leaders’ workshop in Istanbul.
Photo: Olli Puumalainen

flict must prioritise a process that not only produces
agreement but also brings about sustainable peace. To

on Yemen and the surrounding region and CMI’s partner

do so, the peace process needs to be inclusive. The

in the Yemen project.

conflict has many levels, and peacebuilders need to create paths between them, creating opportunities for in-

Unlike formal peace negotiations, informality enables

volvement and linking issues and groups. Only an inclu-

the project to engage all relevant parties and actors,

sive peace process can start to defuse the underlying

bringing their representatives together to explore and

tensions that have pulled apart the political and social

test new ideas. Informality creates much needed flex-

fabric of the country.

ibility, especially when official channels have been exhausted.

CMI’s Yemen project focuses on broadening the participation in the official UN led peace process and the tran-

CMI’s Yemen project, in partnership with the Sana’a

sitional period, enhancing the agency of key groups to

Center, is co-operating and coordinating closely with

actively build peace. The project brings together wom-

both its donor, the European Union, and the Office of the

en, tribal leaders and political parties. Each of the three

UN Special Envoy and the UN at large, which provide po-

groups is highly diverse, representing a multitude of

litical guidance and a diplomatic umbrella for the project.

Yemeni voices.
“CMI brings to the table a lot of international exper“Our aim with the tribal leaders is to help activate local

tise and networks, plus institutional capacity, while the

mechanisms for peace-making. With the political par-

Sana’a Center provides ground-breaking local narratives,

ties we are looking for ways to bring politics back and

political and social understanding and access to stake-

give it the weight to discuss and decide over Yemeni

holders. So, it’s a good combination for both organisa-

questions. Now it has been left to the armed groups,”

tions,” says Al-Muslimi.

explains Farea Al-Muslimi, chairman and co-founder of
Sana’a Center, an independent think-tank specialising
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THE NEX T STEPS
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed methods of implementation. Several in-person activities had to be postponed. Instead, consultations in 2020 were mostly convened online, while the project prepared for the next
phase of the work and adapted to the new reality.
Many postponed activities were eventually held in January 2021 following strict Covid-precautions. Separate
meetings with tribal leaders and political party representatives in Istanbul were a long-awaited step forward
in the project. In addition, the project, together with
CMI’s Women in Peacemaking team, organised an online mediation training for Yemeni women delegates.
The next steps in the project include broadening CMI’s
reach among tribal leaders, to engage participants from

YEMEN
Population: 29.9 million
Area: 528,000 km2
Largest cities: Sanaa, Hodeida, Taiz,
Aden
Human development index: 0.470
(ranked 179th in the world)
Our work: CMI works with a local partner
to support the broader inclusion and
participation of key groups (women,
tribal leaders, political parties and
movements) in the peace process and
the ensuing transitional period.

all sides of the conflict, to provide capacity training for
the political party representatives, and to convene an interparty dialogue.

Sheikh Abdulwahab Mawdhah in the tribal leaders’ workshop in
Istanbul. Photo: Olli Puumalainen
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OUR WORK

An open discussion of the National Platform “Dialogue on Peace and Secure Reintegration” on the topic “Local elections
2020: lessons for the unity and stability in the country” on 29 October 2020.

Multitrack
dialogues
promote new
approaches
Activities organised by the National Platform
have received plenty of positive feedback
and support from institutional actors and
participants in Ukraine since the launch of the
initiative in 2018. With CMI’s expert support and
funding from the European Union, this initiative
offers an inclusive platform for Ukrainians to
discuss the Donbas conflict settlement process
and the secure reintegration of the country.
Securing the future of Ukraine calls for comprehensive
dialogue among all the relevant actors. The National
Platform “Dialogue on Peace and Secure Reintegration”
increases public participation in the peace process
from the side of Ukraine and provides policy advice to
Ukrainian decision-makers. Through these activities, the
initiative aims to strengthen Ukraine’s resilience and
consensus for dealing with the armed conflict.
The National Platform has managed to set up a functional dialogue mechanism for varied engagement formats within various groups and stakeholders and between them at local, regional and national levels.
“In its inclusiveness and participatory approach, this is
a unique initiative offering ways for Ukrainian society to
be involved in the reintegration process and thereby in-

14 CMI ANNUAL REPORT 2020

fluence its outcome”, says CMI’s Project Manager Vasyl Belmega.

The platform has gained strong support from a broad
range of political and civic actors. Overall, public activities have garnered a total media outreach of around 15
million people during the last 1,5 years.
“Our idea is a dialogue for peace based on the principles of secure reintegration. What does it mean? We are
choosing the right methods and the right pace of reintegration in order not to create new threats to state sovereignty, not to give rise to new misunderstandings between different regions and not to create tensions in the
society”, explained Volodymyr Lupatsii, a cofounder of

the National Platform on the #politikaUA programme of
the “Rada” TV channel.
Secure reintegration provides a comprehensive, realis-

tic, Ukrainian-owned approach to overcoming the armed
conflict in the east of the country. This concept has been
promoted for several years now by the Ukrainian experts
of the National Platform.
CMI will continue supporting the National Platform as it
focuses on building the civic and institutional capacities
and societal resilience needed to achieve a sustainable
settlement of the ongoing armed conflict in the east of
the country.

UKRAINE
Population: 43.9 million
Area: 603,628 km2
Largest cities: Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa, Dnipro
Human development index: 0.779 (ranked 74th in the
world)
Our work: CMI works to improve the robustness of the
Donbas peace process by working both within Ukraine
to promote dialogue and by building channels among
stakeholders of the official peace process.

Youth voices
are crucial
CMI continued with its support to the next
generation of peace-makers in the Lake Chad
Basin region in North Central Africa.
The Lake Chad Basin region includes parts of Cameroon,
Chad, Niger and Nigeria and contains an array of mixed
characteristics, such as key trade routes, severe poverty,
cultural richness and weak governance. For over a
decade, extremists of Boko Haram and the Islamic
State-West Africa Province have carried out violent
attacks, abuses and social and economic interference in
numerous cross-border communities. This has caused
mass displacements of people, a humanitarian crisis
and a severe breakdown of trust between citizens and
governmental or military actors.
People under 25, who make up about two-thirds of
the region’s 20-million strong population, experience
widely contrasting situations, depending on their access

CMI’s Janna Greve and Elisa Tarnaala together with young
peacebuilders Maryam Hassan Gombe and Indira Banga at
the United Nations System Staff College Torino Forum for
Sustaining Peace.

perpetrated by armed extremists. They are also
disproportionately underrepresented in decision-making
and deprived of access to basic infrastructure, education
and economic opportunities which would allow them to
overcome a status of vulnerability. At the same time,
many young people, including women, are leading their
own local peacebuilding and development initiatives and
are increasingly demanding accountability and political
change. The inclusion of youth is thus critical to conflict
resolution in the region

to education, security, infrastructure, and employment.
However, there is no doubt that their lives continue to
be shaped by the impacts of the ongoing crisis and
new destabilising factors, including gloomy economic
prospects due to Covid-related restrictions.
Among the heterogenous youth population, young
women especially are exposed to different forms
of abuse or exclusion in society and to the violence

UNSCR 2250
»

»

»

The United Nations Security Council Resolution 2250
(2015) on Youth, Peace and Security recognises that
young people play an important and positive role in
international peace and security.
The resolution has already had a global impact. The
five focus areas of the resolution - participation,
protection, prevention, partnership, and
disengagement and reintegration - have been made
part of the political agendas and programmes of the
peacebuilding community. But much work remains
to be done.
The narrative of youth in conflicts is slowly changing.
Instead of seeing them as a demographic problem
and security risk factor, youth are now recognised
as vital change-makers.

BUILDING YOU TH PARTICIPATION CAPACITY
CMI’s work in the region is focused on inclusive regional
dialogue to support peace-making and enhance local
ownership. This has included close collaboration with the
Youth Network for the Lake Chad Basin Region, the Lake
Chad Basin Commission, and the African Union.

CMI and partners have sought new ways of engaging
youth throughout 2020. Using different virtual formats,
CMI has worked with the Youth Network to maintain exchanges between members, facilitated interactions between youth and regional and international actors and
supported capacity building efforts. The representatives
of the Youth Network have continued to learn from each
other and they value each other’s initiatives. In September, young female peacebuilders from the Lake Chad Basin were given the stage in a panel headed by CMI in the
UNSSC virtual Torino Forum for Sustaining Peace. Their
message was unequivocal: youth voices are crucial for
attaining peace, and this can only be achieved by engaging young people meaningfully.
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OUR WORK

CMI invests in digital
peacemaking
Digital technologies offer many opportunities
for peace mediation and make it possible
to include more voices in peace processes.
But peace mediation had not explored the
full potential of digital solutions before the
Covid-19 pandemic, which accelerated the
digitalisation of the field. In 2020, building on
its experience with digital tools, CMI decided to
launch a Digital peacemaking project.

GEO INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Digital technologies impact every aspect of our lives,
and the global pandemic has only hastened their
adoption. However, until recently, peace mediation
has been relatively conservative when it comes to
using such technologies. Many considered face-toface interaction as the only way to develop trust with
conflict stakeholders, and digital tools as essentially too
risky for sensitive processes, as they could affect their
confidentiality.

TEX T MINING

THE TOOLKIT
Digital peacemaking utilises a multitude of
tools and applications to achieve various
goals. As always, the key principle is to pick
the right tool for the right task.

NEWS FEED ANALYSIS

CONFLICT ANALYSIS

ENCRYPTED EMAIL

ONLINE CHAT ROOMS

OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE

ENGAGEMENT
WITH PARTIES

SOCIAL MEDIA &

SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS

TAILORED WEBSITES

INSTANT MESSAGING APPS
BIG DATA ANALYSIS

INCLUSIVITY
STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS
VIDEO CONFERENCING APPS
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CMI has spearheaded the use of digital technologies to

gift airtime to conflict stakeholders. As a result, the or-

address conflicts since as far back as 2004. “The tra-

ganisation now has the capacity to sponsor the partic-

dition of using digital technologies at CMI stems from

ipation of individuals in online meetings without them

the strong interest of our founder, President Martti Ahti-

having to pay for the mobile data needed.

saari, in digital technologies,” says Senior Project Manager Jonathan Harlander, who leads CMI’s Digital peacemaking project.

“As a mediator, I think it’s important to be able to address
that particular issue and contribute to the inclusivity of a
process”, Harlander says.

In 2020, building on more than 15 years of experience
with such tools, CMI identified digital peacemaking as

Digital tools can make it possible to include more voices

an institutional priority and launched a project of the

in a peace process, including by increasing numbers of

same name.

participants, and reducing the risk of physical harm for
them, or by overcoming logistical challenges that prevent some from participating.

DIGITAL PEACEMAKING AT CMI

“In some cases you are able to engage actors who would

Digital tools can be used in peace mediation various-

not have been able to participate face to face for securi-

ly. They can be used, inter alia, to better understand

ty, political, or cultural reasons”, Harlander says.

conflict, to render peace processes more inclusive, and
to increase the security of exchanges between participants.
While these tools offer great opportunities for peace

“ T H E R E ’S A M O M E N T U M T H AT H AS R E S U LT E D
FROM THE PANDEMIC”

mediation, they have nevertheless also become a ve-

The Covid-19 pandemic has provided additional moti-

hicle for hate speech, cyber-attacks and other actions

vation for the mediation field to explore digital tools. But

undermining peace.

the unexpected and rapid shift to the digital realm has
also raised questions about the safety of these new tools

CMI’s digital peacemaking team aims to leverage the full

and platforms.

potential of digital technologies to improve the practice
of mediation but also to mitigate their use to fuel con-

“As peacemakers, we need to exercise due diligence to

flict and jeopardise peace processes.

ensure that both the digital infrastructure and the tools
being used are safe”, Harlander points out. “And it’s also

Harlander says that one of the guiding principles for the

important to be transparent with the conflict stakehold-

project is collaboration: “We work very closely with our

ers we work with, in terms of what tools are being used,

teams and aim to respond to concrete, practical needs

as well as the measures in place in order to guarantee

expressed by mediation actors, rather than imposing

the safety of communications and of data in particular.”

solutions. This is a collaborative effort to identify and

Looking back a year from now, there has been an expo-

integrate digital solutions.”

nential adoption of digital tools and a more open attitude towards exploring new ways of using digital technologies.

DIGITAL TOOLS MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO INCLUDE
MORE VOICES

“I think there’s a momentum that has resulted from the

Virtual events have made it easier to increase the inclu-

also a significant opportunity, and I believe some of these

sivity of dialogue processes. But not everyone has ac-

technologies are here to stay.

pandemic, in terms of adopting digital technologies. It’s

cess to the internet because of the limited network coverage and bandwidth in certain regions, plus the cost of

“The same way you have expertise in national dialogue,

electronic devices and data.

or constitutional processes, I think that digital peacemaking might become an expertise that will be needed

To address the latter challenge, CMI has commissioned
the development of a dashboard that allows projects to

in any type of dialogue.”

OUR WORK

Online workshops were a major part of the meeting.

Women
mediators
push for
change
2020 marked the 20th anniversary of the
UN landmark resolution on women peace
and security to strengthen women’s role in
peacemaking. The annual meeting of the Global
Alliance of Regional Women Mediator Networks
was an important platform to reflect on the past
and work out how to push the women, peace
and security agenda forward for the next 20
years.

of the alliance’s mission is to amplify the voices of not
only women mediators and experts, but all those who are
not heard in the business as usual way of peacemaking.
The regional networks advocate and work together with
the UN system and regional organisations to translate
words to concrete action.
“Networks are about elevating and about exerting pressure. As a network, we can say we are here and we will not
disappear,” declared Sanam Naraghi Anderlini, Founder
and CEO of ICAN and Director of the Centre for Women,

Peace and Security at the London School of Economics.

TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES
A key task for the Global Alliance is to help carry out the
resolution over its next 20 years. Much more must be
done to turn words into concrete action.
This is not merely a matter of equality or justice; it is also
highly pragmatic. Women’s involvement in peace processes is crucial to building sustainable peace.
Members of the networks issued recommendations
through a series of virtual workshops. These sugges-

The Global Alliance of Regional Women Mediator Net-

tions highlight the need to systematically increase the

works held its first annual meeting in October 2020.

participation and influence of women in peacebuilding

Women mediators and experts from around the world

and mediation efforts and further work for gender-sen-

came together in online workshops to share their expe-

sitive peace agreements.

riences and best practices for strengthening women’s
role in peacemaking and to celebrate the first anniversary of the alliance. CMI supported the organisation of
the annual meeting and is a long-standing operational
partner of the Nordic Women Mediators Network.
The alliance is a joint effort by several regional women
mediator networks to enhance women’s meaningful participation and influence at all levels of peace processes.
The alliance now consists of five regional networks. One
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THE GLOBAL
ALLIANCE
Established in 2019.
Consists of 5 regional networks.
723 members in 125 countries.

Finland: Building bridges
amid rising tensions
The newly-established Centre for Mediation
aims to strengthen Finland’s role in advancing
peace. Due to increased international tensions,
there is more scope for Finland to act as a
bridge builder.

Turunen thinks that Finland’s profile contains much
added value for peace mediation. The country is widely
viewed as a sufficiently impartial, pragmatic, trustworthy and discreet actor.
“We are an honest broker without a predominant agenda

In 2020, Finland put more emphasis on peace media-

of our own. Our interest is to see how we can best help

tion in its foreign policy and in October a new Centre for

the conflict parties.”

Mediation was set up at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
The Centre aims to strengthen Finland’s expertise and

In many conflict-ridden countries, the Finnish story in-

capacity in peace mediation work, coordinate the activ-

spires hope. After an exceptionally brutal civil war and

ities of the Ministry more systematically and coordinate

subsequent conflict, Finland developed over the course

collaboration with other actors in the field.

of a century into one of the most stable and well-functioning countries in the world. Equality, one of the cor-

“Since 2010, Finland has worked persistently to

nerstones of Finland’s success, is very visible in the ap-

strengthen the role of mediation as a foreign policy pri-

proach that highlights the role of women and youth in

ority. This new Centre is clearly a step forward. Finland

building peace.

has a lot to offer globally in promoting peace,” says Ambassador Teemu Turunen who heads the new Centre.

“We are an honest broker without our own agenda. Our interest is
to see how we can best help the conflict parties.”
He reflects on the fact that leading the new centre is

Increased great power competition gives new momen-

his dream job. Some 20 years ago, he wrote a master’s

tum to Finland to act as a problem solver or a bridge-

thesis on peacemaking and especially on the collabo-

builder. Due to international tensions, there are fewer and

ration between unofficial and official actors in media-

fewer locales like Finland that would be seen as providing

tion processes.

sufficiently impartial and safe space for dialogue. In recent years, Finland has hosted several important meet-

The Finnish peacemaking model is rooted in the close

ings between major powers. This advantage is also tan-

cooperation between the state and independent organ-

gibly reflected in the work of the CMI when searching for

isations, such as CMI. The model has become one of Fin-

meeting places for negotiations.

land’s key assets in mediation, says Turunen. And expanding and deepening such cooperation is integral to

“I think this role as a problem solver could be seen as

the work of the new Centre.

a continuation and complementation of the historic
bridge-builder role Finland has had in the past. There

“It’s impossible to resolve increasingly complex con-

aren’t that many countries in the world that can effec-

flicts without building coalitions that have a range of

tively give peace a chance,” says Turunen.

actors, working on different levels and complementing
each other. The better we work together, the better we
succeed,” says Turunen.
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WHO WE ARE

Our partners and donors
PARTNERSHIPS

PRIVATE DONORS

Our ability to pursue our mission and to increase the

The commitment and generous support of our private

impact of our work depends on the support – both po-

donors, partners and friends is indispensable for us. Your

litical and financial – of our partners. We are grateful to

investment in our work helps us meet challenges that

our governmental and institutional partners and donors

prevent peace processes from moving forward. We thank

for their continuous support. To ensure the sustainabil-

you for allowing us to continue our mission.

ity of our institution now and in the future, we strive to
build strategic and collaborative partnerships with both
public and private supporters. This way, we will be able
to create the greatest possible value for the beneficiaries of our work as well as society at large.

INSTITU TIONAL DONORS

We thank all our partners
and donors for making our
work possible.
FOUNDATIONS AND CORPORATE PARTNERS

Government of Austria
Government of Belgium
Government of Ireland
Government of The Netherlands

Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Peace Nexus
Foundation, Valkeakoski-Tohka rotaryklubi ry

Government of Norway
Government of Sweden
Government of Switzerland

OTHER SUPPORTERS AND PARTNERS IN-KIND

Algol, B2B Solutions, City of Lappeenranta,
Esmes, Fjord Helsinki, Fountain Park, Iittala
Group, Salesforce
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Ambassor Sirpa Mäenpää, Coordinator for Silencing the Guns at the AU Commission Abdelkader Araoua, Acting Executive Director Hanna
Klinge (CMI), Project Manager Juhana Lehtinen (CMI), AU Commissioner for Peace and Security Smaïl Chergui, Project Officer Erika Paakkinen,
Coordinator of the Secretariat of Panel of the Wise/ FemWise-Africa Mukondeleli Mpeiwa, Head of Sub-Saharan Africa Tiina Kukkamaa-Bah
(CMI) and Director for Global Strategy Itonde Kakoma (CMI). Photo: Olli Puumalainen

“CMI has become a significant and trusted partner in many
of the most difficult and complex conflicts of our time”
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF SWEDEN, ANN LINDE,
CMI 20 YEARS WEBINAR

“I want to congratulate CMI on 20 years of outstanding effort
to prevent and resolve conflict across the globe through
dialogue and mediation. It’s precisely because of your
expertise, your vast experience and your independence that
CMI has been a valued, long-term partner for my country.”
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND DEFENCE OF IRELAND SIMON COVENEY,
CMI 20 YEARS WEBINAR

“If we want to be inclusive in our own approach we need
all those who can help, either states or other likeminded
partners like CMI.”
SMAÏL CHERGUI, COMMISSIONER FOR PEACE AND SECURITY, AFRICAN UNION

“Supporting the redesigning of Ahtisaari Days is one of the
most impactful investments that I have ever made. Longterm support is crucial for providing youth with tools and
skills to solve conflicts.”
SOPHIA EHRNROOTH, VISUAL ARTIST AND CULTURAL ENTREPENEUR
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WHO WE ARE

Finance & Administration
1%
1%
3%

Government of Finland 49%

7%

EU 22%

SOURCES OF FUNDING 2020

Finland continues to be CMI’s core
funder. EU’s share of funding has
grown steadily and it remains the
second largest funder with a 22%
share of total funding.

Sweden 17%

17%

49%

Other governments 7%
Private fundraising 3%

22%

Ireland 1%
Other 1%

Eurasia 25%
11%

USES OF FUNDING 2020

Eurasia, Middle East and North
Africa, and Sub-Saharan Africa
continue to account for the
majority (66%) of CMI’s actual
expenses. Eurasia had strong
growth in 2020.

9%

25%

Middle East and North Africa 24%
Sub-Saharan Africa 17%

6%

Asia 7%

7%
17%

24%

Women in Peacemaking 6%
Strategy 9%
Other 11%

FINANCE OVERVIEW

ion with 2.1M€ funding (22% of total) reflecting a 29%

CMI’s total income in 2020 was 9.5M€, which is 2%

funding (17% of total) reflecting a 21% increase from

higher than in the previous year (9.3M€). The net result

2019 (1.3€M). Other government funding totaled 653T€

amounted to 7 000€ which is lower than the previous

(7% of total). CMI has been successful in broadening and

year’s 84 000€. The spending and the level of total in-

deepening its funding base in past years.

increase from 1.6M€ in 2019 and Sweden with 1.6M€ of

come as well as the net result were strong considering
the challenging operating environment experienced in

The partnership with the Finnish Ministry for Foreign Af-

2020. Personnel costs and external professional servic-

fairs remains a cornerstone of CMI’s work and funding.

es remained the highest individual cost item at 3.4M€

The current programme cycle will end in 2021 and CMI

(2.9M€) and 3.6M€ (2.6M€) respectively. Travel and

is in the process of applying for continuation of the Pro-

event arrangement expenses decreased substantially

gramme-based partnership for 2022-2025. Partnerships

in 2020 due to the COVID associated travel restrictions.

with EU and Sweden are expanding in line with CMI’s in-

The cash level and liquidity of CMI remain at a good level.

creased total volumes. CMI’s private fundraising continues to be key especially in ensuring the sustainability of

The governmental funding base grew to 9.1M€ which

CMI’s functions and in providing flexibility in actualising

is an 10% increase from 2019 (8.3M€). In addition to

its programme activities. Initiatives for securing addition-

governmental funding, CMI received private fundrais-

al funding sources are ongoing especially in the face of

ing amounting to 263 000€ reflecting a decrease

CMI’s expected transformation into a foundation during

of 49% from 2019 (520 000€). CMI’s largest single

2021. Looking forward, CMI expects growth to continue

funder continued to be the Government of Finland with

at a steady pace. Nevertheless, while CMI managed to

4.6M€ (4.4M€) of funding representing 49% of total

adapt its work well in the face of the Covid-19 outbreak

CMI funding. Other funders include the European Un-

in 2020, the effects of the outbreak still linger and can
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therefore have unexpected impacts on CMI’s operating
environment and activities in 2021 and beyond.

FINANCIAL MONITORING
The Finance team continues to produce timely information for both regional teams as well as the Leader-

FINANCIAL
STATEMENT 2020
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
I N CO M E

2020

2019

9 071 391

8 273 736

263 147

520 054

Foundations, Societies and Other

151 195

539 534

TOTAL GRANTS AND DONATIONS

9 485 733

9 333 324

2020

2019

ship Team to allow well-informed decision-making at all

Government Funding

levels in the organisation. Reports, budgets, forecasts,

Private Fundraising

and actual expenditure are produced and compiled on
a monthly and tertile basis. Finance updates are also
produced regularly for the CMI Board. During the past
year, forecasting and reporting processes have been reviewed with the goal of increasing automation. As a con-

EXPE NSES

sequence, several new tools such as automated expense

External Professional Services

and travel claim management as well as enhanced expense monitoring have been adopted. New tools also
include a cloud-based HR recruitment tool that allows
managing the recruitment process remotely. In addition,
new collaboration tools, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and project management tools, among oth-

2 565 471

1 732 292

Personnel Costs

3 488 030

2 925 823

Other Costs

3 425 609

4 591 255

TOTAL EXPENSES

9 479 109

9 249 370

6 624

83 955

2020

2019

31 099

21 514

Project Income Receivables

216 060

578 027

Pre-payments and deposits

263 903

273 129

Cash and Bank

5 990 705

4 294 211

TOTAL ASSETS

6 501 766

5 166 881

LI A B I LI T I E S

2020

2019

SURPLUS / DEFICIT

er things, are being continuously mapped. The goal of

BALANCE SHEET

streamlining and automatic processes as well as providing better value-added information flow within CMI will
continue to be key development projects.
Best practice corporate governance and financial monitoring of CMI activities are essential for appropriately and transparently adhering to regulations and fulfilling our funder requirements. CMI follows a set principle
of internal policies and carries our regular monitoring to
ensure adherence to agreed internal rules, policies, and
processes. All financial processes are electronic. Regular financial monitoring allows CMI to respond swiftly
to emerging challenges and mitigate risks beforehand.
CMI’s projects are regularly audited according to various
donors’ requirements. The finance team also carriers out
regular monitoring visits to the field to ensure processes and activities are being conducted according to set
principles. These monitoring visits are expected to con-

ASSETS
Non-Current Assets

Machinery and Equipment
Current Assets

Equity

Equity Capital

14 223

14 223

456 597

372 642

tinue once travel possibilities improve.

Carryforward from Previous Years
Surplus/Deficit

6 624

83 955

In 2020, the Finance & Administration team was able to

TOTAL EQUITY

477 444

470 820

stabilise its structure and resources as well as secure
sufficient capacity to carry out its functions after considerable turnover experienced in 2019. Nevertheless, the
continued growth of CMI will require ensuring sufficient
capacity is retained as well as continued streamlining
of processes while ensuring the well-being of the team.

Short-term Liabilities

Project Income Advances

4 677 827

3 416 113

Accounts payables and other

1 346 496

1 279 948

6 501 766

5 166 881

accruals
TOTAL LIABILITIES

WHO WE ARE

Our people
ORGANISATIONAL AND HUMAN RESOURCES
At the end of 2020 CMI had 64 employees. Fifty-nine
of these employees were based in Helsinki and 5 employees were based in Brussels. CMI also has a variable
number of long-term consultants depending on project
needs. These consultants totalled 25 at the end of 2020.
Compared to the previous year the overall number of employees and consultants has stayed around the same.
However, the number of short-term consultants or contractors grew from around 40 to 70 in 2020. Due to the
outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic and related travel
restrictions, CMI had to rely more heavily on local shortterm consultants for project support. In 2021 the number
of personnel is expected to increase slightly.

DECISION-MAKING
CMI’s highest decision-making body, the General Meeting, convened two times in 2020. CMI’s Board of Directors is ultimately responsible for CMI’s long-term strategy, significant financial decisions, the approval of new
members and the appointment of the Executive Director. The Board consists of the Chair Alexander Stubb and

CMI Leadership Team
From top down:
Hanna Klinge, Acting Executive Director;
Ville Brummer, Programme Director;
Itonde Kakoma, Director for Global Strategy;
Peter Platan, Director, Finance and Administration
Elina Lehtinen, Director, Communications& Fundraising.
Photos: Riku Isohella, and Olli Puumalainen (Itonde Kakoma)

six other board members selected for a two-year peri-

pandemic, it is critical to remember that many of the

od. CMI’s Executive Director leads CMI’s operational work

traditional safety and security risks remain. CMI contin-

and the implementation of CMI’s strategy. The Leader-

ues to operate in some of the most vulnerable contexts

ship Team supports the Executive Director in planning

in the world.

and decision-making.
Regardless of the pandemic, critical high-level work
CMI will change into a foundation during 2021. The foun-

was carried out globally during 2020. CMI implemented

dation’s corporate governance structure is based on the

an approach for bringing conflict parties together in a

Finnish Foundation law according to which CMI’s high-

closed bubble-like environment where stringent testing

est decision-making body is the Board of Directors. The

and safety protocols were in place. This enabled human

foundation will not have a General Assembly as stipulat-

interaction while also maintaining the highest possible

ed by the Finnish Foundation Act.

standards of safety. Thanks to the approaches taken, no
critical safety incidents were observed during 2020 relating to CMI’s staff or events.

SECURIT Y

Another response to the pandemic was that CMI invest-

2020 was marked by significant adjustments related

ed heavily in hybrid approaches to peacemaking. This

to the global Covid-19 pandemic. In alignment with the

meant that much of the traditional work was supported

principles of do no harm, CMI pioneered new ways of en-

by additional digital tools. Based on earlier work done

gaging with conflict stakeholders that ensured utmost

to modernize information security, the transition was

safety and security of all participants. In the midst of the

smooth from the security perspective.
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CMI continues to utilise world-class partners in providing
security for its staff members. InternationalSOS (ISOS)
remains a key partner for providing CMI’s staff with global
security, safety and emergency support. In addition, CMI
remains a member of the Global Inter-Agency Security
Forum (GISF) with strong ties to industry peers.

WELLBEING
In 2020 CMI took several steps to enhance the wellbeing of employees. These included continuing the staff
wellbeing programme with Hintsa Performance and the
monthly employee satisfaction survey to ensure quick

CMI’s All Staff Session was organised online in December to
mark the end of an unusual year.

feedback to the leadership on staff wellbeing, a twomodule supervisor training for all supervisors and several policy and process related updates. Several virtual sessions were organized for all employees and consultants regarding ergonomics and physical exercise for
break times when working from home, as well as two virtual Staff Retreats. In 2021 CMI will continue to focus on
supporting wellbeing through providing a self-management workshop for all staff and workshops on coaching
and leading wellbeing for supervisors.

Explorer Patrick “Pata” Degerman shared with CMI staff what
he had learned in Antarctica. Photo: Olli Puumalainen
CMI’s board 2019 First row: Alexander Stubb (chair), Gunvor Kronman (vice-chair), Kari Lautjärvi and Aleksi
Neuvonen. Second row: Christoph Vitzthum, Kai Sauer and Veera Heinonen. Photos: Riku Isohella.

Journalist Annika Damström interviews Foreign Minister
of Finland Pekka Haavisto and Foreign Minister of Ireland
Simon Coveney at the CMI 20th Anniversary Webinar.
Photo: Olli Puumalainen.

Communications
CMI’S 20TH ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGN FOCUSED
ON KE Y THEMES FOR PEACEMAKING.

MEDIA AT TENTION IN FINLAND AND ABROAD
All CMI communication channels continued to grow. In

2020 led to an increased awareness of CMI’s expertise

terms of social media, the amount of followers increased

in conflict prevention and resolution and the importance

on Facebook (+3%), Twitter (+11%), Instagram (+19%).

of peacemaking in general among CMI’s key audiences,

The number of subscribers to CMI’s two newsletters grew

with particular focus on international expert audiences.

by +94% and +31%. CMI’s Peace Talks podcast contin-

Communications were successful on many fronts, both

ued to bring together CMI’s own and other top experts

in our own channels and in the media. This was done,

to discuss what it takes to build lasting peace in the cur-

for instance, through videos, podcasts and written arti-

rent unstable global situation. Podcast episodes includ-

cles on our work and peacemaking in general. These key

ed topics ranging from strengthening women’s role in

contents were able to reach tens of thousands of people

peacemaking to how peace mediation can stay relevant

in CMI’s channels and millions via the media.

in the post-Covid-19 world.

The backbone of CMI’s communications work was the

CMI was also able to attract media attention both in Fin-

20th anniversary campaign. This focused on three

land and internationally. Examples of this were two pub-

prominent themes: 1) Peace is key to sustainable de-

lished op-eds in the Finnish daily Helsingin Sanomat, fo-

velopment of societies 2) Being an independent Finn-

cusing on the crisis in the Sahel and the future of peace-

ish organisation gives us space to act in peace media-

making, and a series of nine articles on Red Sea dynam-

tion 3) What does the future of mediation look like? The

ics for the Africa Report magazine.

anniversary campaign dealt with these themes in several videos and podcast episodes in the podcast series

In general, the corona crisis has had a limited impact on

CMI’s Peace Talks. Both the videos and podcasts in-

CMI’s communications as it is executed mainly in the dig-

volved interviews with CMI’s experts, and boosted their

ital world. This period has shown that many communi-

capacity to communicate on key issues. The campaign

cations products, such as videos, podcasts and events,

also drew a 20-year timeline of key milestones from our

work also in online formats. However, as has been the

journey. The 20th anniversary year culminated in a cel-

case with many organisations, the Covid-19 pandemic

ebratory webinar bringing together high-level interna-

has affected visibility in the media, as the crisis has tak-

tional politicians, researchers and practitioners to dis-

en up a lot of media space at the expense of other topics.

cuss current and future challenges of peacemaking.
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Ahtisaari
Days: New
time requires
new skills

CONF LICT RESOLU TION SKILLS NEEDED IN THE
SCHOOL SET TING

From the outset it was clear that the year would be
especially strenuous for schools. With this in mind,
the Ahtisaari Days team wanted to spend time exploring ways to support schools better in the future, including digitally. Therefore, the 2020 Ahtisaari Days focused on project planning and development, and
created a new strategy. This was backed up by a new
visual look for the initiative, and a revamped website
that will be launched in spring 2021.
To find out what the target groups of the project think

The Ahtisaari Days focused in 2020 on project
development and planning. New digital
exercises are on the way and the project has a
new strategy and visual look. The 10th Ahtisaari
Days main event was organised completely
digitally for the first time.
The Ahtisaari Days kicked off in 2020 with many
different events, including a conflict resolution workshop
for Valkeakoski students and panel discussion organised
by the Lennons. The Covid-19 pandemic put an end to
our in-person events quite abruptly, and the team had to
make adjustments to the previously planned activities.

about conflicts in their everyday lives and especially at
school, the team conducted a feasibility study, which
received responses from 12 320 teachers and students
across Finland. The study was conducted with the
Finnish National Agency for Education and Fountain
Park.
The survey sent to Finnish teachers and students contained questions about conflicts in the school environment, the resolution of these conflicts and whether
international conflicts are reflected in the school environment. The results confirmed that conflict resolution
skills and tools are very much needed in the school
setting. The new strategy and other plans for the future
will draw on the results of this study.

The 10th main Ahtisaari Days event was held completely
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virtually in November. Around 150 students and teachers
in Lappeenranta learned about conflict resolution, when
CMI staff and the Lennons made virtual visits to schools
and gave classes on CMI’s work. In addition, the team organised a webinar together with the city of Lappeenranta. The webinar culminated in a panel discussion about
the skills needed in today’s schools, where all panelists
agreed that the most important attribute to have is empathy for others.
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Conflict resolution simulation at Valkeakoski Tietotie High School.
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